After more than 30 years of groundbreaking work, CAST continues to innovate and grow. We will collaborate with you to help meet the needs of every learner, at any age, in any learning experience.
Learn with us. Research with us. Change the world with us.

“Universal Design for Learning is one of the few big and truly transformative ideas to emerge in education over the past two decades.”

Martha L. Minow, former Harvard Law School dean and author of *Just Schools: Pursuing Equality in Societies of Difference*

**Our Core Lever of Change**
We pioneered **Universal Design for Learning (UDL)**, a research-based framework that guides educators and others as they provide rich instructional supports, reduce unnecessary barriers to learning, and help all individuals become expert learners.

**Applied Research**
CAST investigates solutions to the most critical questions across preK–12, Higher Ed, and workforce, including questions related to equity, access, and outcomes.

**Design & Development**
Building on an award-winning history, CAST co-designs transformative solutions, improvement strategies, and tools for learning.

**Building Knowledge, Skills, and Community**
CAST offers professional learning convenings, technical assistance, practical resources, and online platforms that support UDL implementation.

**Partners include**
- PreK-12 stakeholders
- Higher education
- Workforce
- Tech and publishing industries
- Government agencies
- Nonprofits
- Foundations and donors
- Advocacy organizations

Website: [cast.org](http://cast.org)

Professional Learning Opportunities: [castpl.org](http://castpl.org)

Books & Media: [castpublishing.org](http://castpublishing.org)

Email: [cast@cast.org](mailto:cast@cast.org)

Phone: 781-245-2212

200 Harvard Mill Square, Suite 210
Wakefield, MA 01880